IM PL IE D VOL ATIL ITY INDIC E S

This index consists of reflecting the implied volatility of a theoretical at the money option (ATM) for
which there are exactly 30 days remaining until maturity. To do so, options with two different
maturities are used, one, which we shall call the Short Maturity, has less than 30 days until maturity,
whereas the other, which we shall call Long Maturity, has more than 30 days until maturity.
The implied volatilities of the Short Maturity and Long Maturity options are calculated in order to
obtain the volatilities at 30 days exactly.

The method to calculate the index is very simple and robust. However, VIBEX differs from other
implied volatility indices because for the time being it is intended to provide the market with a reliable
and accurate indicator of the implied volatility of IBEX 35® options. As is well known, implied volatility
reflects market participants' expectation of the volatility of an underlying asset.
In some other markets the implied volatility index is dubbed the "fear index", because it rises sharply
when the market is jittery and sharp corrections are on the horizon. When the index is low, on the
other hand, it shows the market is calm. When the IBEX 35® rises, VIBEX usually falls, and vice versa.
VIBEX is a fairly excitable index and can move quite sharply.

For the time being, VIBEX is not designed to form the basis of indexed products. The usefulness of
VIBEX is that volatility is a key element of investment decision-making, especially in the options
market. Market sentiment about the future volatility of the IBEX 35® can signal the best time for
getting into or out of hedging arrangements.
VIBEX tends somewhat to revert to the mean: when it is very high, it can be expected to decline, and
when very low, it is likely to rise. But it usually does not complete these reversions to the mean at the
same pace. VIBEX can take its time in rising, but can drop fairly promptly, depending on the nature of
the market shock triggering the original rise in volatility.
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